Activities Conducted During the AWS Trip of the Weather Coast Area of South Guadalcanal

Senior MET Officer Instrumental, Mr. Barnabas Tahunipue explain the importance of installing the AWS equipment in the weather coast of south Guadalcanal to the village elders.

Senior MET Officer Instrumental; Mr. Barnabas Tahunipue was led to an ideal place for the installation of the AWS equipment by Avuavu secondary school deputy principal as the school bursar and provincial lands officers looks on.

Avuavu Provincial Government Substation. Also identified as suitable place for the installation of the AWS equipment.

Curtsey call and discussion with the Provincial Government Area Administration Officer (AAO) on the concept of the AF SWoCk project.

Locating vacant land with the government land at Marau substation for the possible installation the Automatic Rain Gauge equipment.

Under developed land. The AAO pointed to the possible location for installation the Automatic Rain Gauge equipment.